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Welcome to our Year in Review and a Look Ahead Webinar. I’m Chip Roe from the Potter
Financial Group. This morning I spoke with my colleague Price French who unfortunately

may have had some bad takeout yesterday that could be
food poisoning and wishes he could be here. I see a number
of Price’s clients attending and Price wanted to make sure
that I let you know to reach out to him directly with any
questions or to discuss something further.
2020 will go down as the year of the virus and 2021 the year
of the vaccine. We have a lot to cover and my goal is to do
this in 45 minutes. There will be a few poll questions
throughout with interesting financial trivia. Please
participate and your votes will be anonymous.
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If you have a question please write it down and email myself
or Price French. We definitely want to hear from you but
with this amount of content there’s not enough time for Q &
A. However, we will send everyone a copy of the slides and
encourage anyone who has a question to please email or call
us.
So, let’s get started.
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Disclosures
Securities and advisory services offered through Commonwealth Financial Network,
Member FINRA/SIPC, a Registered Investment Adviser. Fixed insurance products and
services offered through CES Insurance Agency or The Potter Financial Group.
The Potter Financial Group is located at 1816 Front Street, Suite 220 Durham, NC 27705
and we can be reached by phone at (919) 383‐7421.
This material is for informational purposes only. It represents an assessment of the
market environment at a specific point in time and is not intended to be a forecast of
future events, or a guarantee of future results. It is not guaranteed by Commonwealth
Financial Network for accuracy, does not purport to be complete and is not intended to
be used as a primary basis for investment decisions. It should also not be construed as
advice meeting the particular investment needs of any investor.
S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged group of securities considered to be representative of
the stock market in general.
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What Are We Going To Talk About?
• 2020 Market Review, and Implications from the Election
• 2021 Market Expectations and Economic Predictions
• Key Risks to the Recovery
• Planning Ideas for 2021 and Beyond
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OK so what are we going to talk about this morning?
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2020 MARKET RECAP
&
ELECTION REVIEW

Launch Poll # 1
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2020 Equity Market Review*
•S&P 500: +18.4%
•Large Growth: + 38.5%
•Large Value: + 2.8%
•Dow Jones: +7.3%
•Nasdaq: +43.6%
•Russell 2000: +18.4%
•Winner: Technology (+43.9%)
• Amazon: + 76.3%
• Apple: + 81.8%
• Microsoft:+ 42.4%

•Losers:

• Energy (‐27.2%)
• Banks: (‐14%)
• REITS: (‐2.2%)
* As of Dec. 31, 2020

The major market indices, as denoted by the S&P500 and Nasdaq, rebounded in
November with all sectors finishing higher.
Here you can see that the S&P 500 returned 18.4% with stocks categorized as large
growth stocks returning 38.5% and large value (dividend stocks) only up 2.8%.
Inside the growth stocks the big winner was technology stocks up 44%. Dragging
down the large value stocks were energy, banks and real estate.
Most noteworthy is that November was a record‐breaking month for equities,
thanks to positive vaccine news, a strong third quarter earnings season, along with
a closely divided Congress. Indeed, November was the best month for the Dow
since January 1987, perhaps lending credence that the long‐awaited rotation to
value and cyclicals is finally starting to occur.
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S&P 500 performance by sector

Source J.P. Morgan GTM 12/31/19

This is an interesting slide that I’ve been watching during the market recovery. It shows the
sector & industry performance for the S&P 500 last year. To the middle right you’ll see the
S&P 500 return for the year at 18%. Scanning left to right you can also see the years
winners and losers with those on the left that focused on technology and stay at home
sectors having the highest returns and those on the right like banks, travel and energy
suffering the largest declines.
During the second half of 2020 this graph was almost like a see saw based on the virus
impact. When the virus had control only the stocks on the far left were doing well. As the
economy gradually reopened with promising news of vaccines, those on the right began to
reclaim their losses. In fact, if you had looked at this chart at the end of October you would
have seen most of the middle sectors flat with the S&P 500 up only 3.5%. Since the
November announcement of vaccines and better than expected economic news, the
market broadened out in a significant way.
Last year for the market was truly a year of the investment haves versus the have nots
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Global equity performance by region

Source J.P. Morgan GTM 12/31/19

This busy graph again shows the winners and losers with key markets or regions all at the
same starting line during 2020. You can quickly see the decline and recovery as well as the
out performance from US growth stocks. US value stocks or dividend stocks was one of the
worst performers and ended the year pretty much tied with emerging Latin America.
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Themes and Lessons from 2020
• COVID‐19: Average duration of a bear market correction is 22 months.
The Covid‐19 pullback lasted 33 days, making it the sharpest and
quickest “decline to recovery” on record.
• Growth vs. Value: Growth stocks performed well during the pandemic,
returning 38.5%.* Market rotation from Growth to Value and Cyclicals
underway as vaccine news gets better in 2021.
• Volatility: The coronavirus played a huge role in 2020 volatility. The
Volatility Index (VIX) reached 66 on March 23, 2020, the highest since
Financial Crisis in 2008‐09.
• Unemployment: As the pandemic hit, unemployment levels reached
14.7%, levels were not seen since the Great Depression.
• Vaccine: It usually takes years to develop a vaccine. Now we have at
least three with possible 90%+ effectiveness. The market responded
favorably to these developments in Q4.
* As of Dec. 31, 2020

Full script for above points:
1.
COVID‐19
According to JP Morgan Asset Management, the average duration of a bear market
correction is 22 months. The Covid‐19 pullback lasted 33 days, making it the
sharpest and quickest “decline to recovery” on record.
Growth vs. Value
Growth stocks held up nicely throughout the pandemic that started in March,
returning +xx.xx% for 2020. As the 4th quarter came around, the markets saw a
rotation from Growth to Value and cyclicals as the likelihood of a vaccine in 2021
had become strong.
Volatility
The coronavirus played a huge role in the volatility of the market in 2020. The
Volatility Index (VIX), which measures volatility and general investor “uncertainty,”
reached a reading of 66 on March 23, 2020. The last time it was that high was
when it was 77 during the Financial Crisis in 2008‐09.
Unemployment
2020 began with one of the lowest unemployment readings ever (3.6%). As the
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pandemic hit, unemployment levels reached as high as 14.7% in April. These levels were not
seen since the Great Depression.
Vaccine?
It usually takes years to develop a vaccine. 2020 saw companies such as Pfizer‐
BioNTech, Moderna, and AstraZeneca race to develop a vaccine in record time. In less
than half a year, Phase III was reached by these companies with estimated 90%+
effectiveness. The market responded favorably to these developments in Q4.

Another big piece of news from 2020 were the Presidential elections. Although behind us
now, the elections created additional market instability as the markets dislike uncertainty.
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MARKET & ECONOMIC
PREDICTIONS /
KEY RISKS
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#1 The Economy Recovery
Begins and Ends with COVID
• The launch and distribution of an
effective vaccine and other progress
against COVID‐19 is likely the most direct
path to improved economic growth.

Confidence is being restored, now that a vaccination is firmly in place.
Goldman predicts that Pfizer’s vaccine (and others) will be available to vaccinate the US
population by H1 of 2021, facilitating a global recovery. They also estimate GDP of 5.3% in
2021 vs. ‐3.9% in 2020. The vaccine and subsequent reopening of the economy are
important drivers to Goldman’s bullish forecasts.
Goldman further predicts…
SP500 earnings will rebound sharply, growing 29% year over year, after losing ‐17% in
2020. Predicts SP500 4% gain to 3700 in 2020, 16% return in 2021 to 4300, and 7% to
4600 in 2022. Vaccine should serve as a catalyst for value stocks, but growth remains
attractive as underlying fundamentals remain supportive. Consider a barbell approach.
The economy is only 68% reopened as compared to February 2020 (and the recovery is
non‐linear), although the vaccination and coming Spring will change this.
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Goldman Sachs: Key Risks
• Path of the virus and its effect on corporate earnings remain the
biggest “known unknown” risks
• Investor risk sentiment could shift swiftly if the virus isn’t
contained and no further government relief is provided,
especially in sectors like energy, hospitality, and travel
• Inflation and interest rates pose a key risk along with high stock
PE valuations (22x). Investors are paying a record premium for
“long duration” stocks, such as technology
• Labor markets are still well below pre‐pandemic levels
Source: Goldman Sachs, “Market Pulse,” November 2020; Goldman Sachs,
“Climate of Change,” November 2020

Key Risks
The 5 largest stocks (FB, AMZN, AAPL, MSFT, GOOGL) have been the big winners in 2020,
some returning upwards of 70% in 2020, and they comprise up to 25% of the SP500 market
cap
But they have had 10 years of fast sales growth and trade at 29PE vs 18PE for rest of the
market and they have lower leverage.
Increased liquidity from the Federal Reserve in the way of low interest rates creates wealth
before jobs. It also created additional risk.
Market has baked in a Q1 vaccine to its returns.
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#2 China Will Remain
a Challenge
•The gap between the two parties may not be as
wide as many think. Trade policy with China will
remain a contentious issue.
•President Trump has been largely successful in
adjusting how Americans see China. Of
Republicans, 72% view China negatively, and 62%
of Democrats hold the same view.
•This outlook will affect trade, supply chains, and
could increase inflation over time, although Biden
is likely to take a more tempered and multi‐lateral
approach

Both Republicans and Democrats have issues with Chinese accounting principles and
there’s agreement to require the Chinese to comply with US rules or have Chinese stocks
trading on US exchanges to be delisted.
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#3 Federal Reserve Supportive,
More Stimulus Likely
• The recent $900 billion follow‐up to the CARES Act
(CAA 2021) helped provide direct aid to Americans
but fell short of what both Democrats and
Republicans wanted.
• Joe Biden proposed another stimulus package that
would provide another $1,400 in stimulus checks,
aid to state and local governments, additional
funds for virus testing and vaccine distribution and
extension of enhanced unemployment insurance.
•Janet Yellen at Treasury will work with a supportive
Federal Reserve and provide much needed stability.

Launch Poll # 2
The difference between both parties regarding stimulus has been focused on the
dollar amount and level of benefits allocated to particular groups. The size of the
Biden aid package is big, at $1.9 trillion and on top of the $3.7 trillion relief bills
passed in 2020.
Goldman predicts that the Federal Reserve won’t raise interest rates until 2025, a move
that encourages economic activity but also increases systemic risks associated with
excessive borrowing
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#4 Don’t Let Politics
Rule Your Portfolio
• There is danger in trying to adjust your
portfolio to election results.
•Policies are more important to markets than
politics.
•As the news changes, markets will react
quickly to new information. The day after the
election, growth stocks soared, small caps
were flat and interest rates dropped.
• History shows that market returns are not as
President or party dependent as many think.

The biggest impact on stock markets is not the President or the party in control. It is:
1. The Economy
2. Interest rates, and
3. Federal Policy
From an investor standpoint, the two most powerful people in Washington are not Joe
Biden or Nancy Pelosi. The two most powerful people will be Jay Powell in the Federal
Reserve and Janet Yellen in charge of the Treasury. Probably this combination, more than
anything else discussed today will help to keep an upward bias to the stock market.
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Does Party Control Matter?
Historical Returns Say “No”
• Based on data beginning in 1949, during periods when
Republicans controlled at least two of the three (presidency, the
Senate or the House of Representatives), the S&P 500 rose 14.8%
per year.
• When Democrats held at least two, the S&P 500 rose 11.8% per
year.
• Both Democratic and Republican one‐party control
outperformed divided government.

Source: Morningstar Direct; Carson Group White Paper, October 14,2020

What is the history of how elections and parties in power have impacted the markets?
There are lots of ways to look at the data, and most of it doesn’t mean too much.
Politics are emotional and drive a lot of news, but don’t seem to have a dramatic effect on
the markets. The market reacts a little worse under a divided government than under one‐
party rule, but in any event, markets have an upwards bias and returned over 10% a year,
regardless of the scenario.
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Unified or Divided,
Doesn’t Really Matter Much

Source: Morningstar Direct; Carson Group WhitePaper,
October 14,2020

When one party controlled all three branches, the average return was 14.98% while divided
government averaged 11.48%.
The President is important, but capitalism is more important
Additional Thoughts:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Republican Control of the Senate will severely limit potential fully democratic
agendas
Biden will likely need to compromise on any tax planning bill that garners some bi‐
partisan support
Presidents can have a bigger impact on regulatory aspects like Department of Labor
or Environmental Policy Rules
Interesting to watch out for elections in 2 years when 34 Senate seats are up for
election (22 are Republican and 13 are Democrat)
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#5 Current Debt and Deficit Will
Drive Decisions (Particularly Taxes)
• $27T in debt, largest debt since WWII
• $3T deficit (that’s every year)
• Debt to GDP ratio is 128% (was 56% in 2000)
• Income Inequality is real and well‐documented
• We have got to pay for all the spending and raising taxes is the
most obvious way to do it
• Now is the time to consider taxes in all portfolio decisions

Goldman predicts that the US Dollar is in a “structural downtrend” which bolster earnings
for international facing companies (and boost emerging markets).
We have the largest debt AND deficit outside of WWII, but unlike WWII where we were
able to grow our way out of the debt. In addition, we don’t have the will to cut spending,
that’s for sure
Either way, taxes are increasing and they are going up for people like you, folks that have
saved their money, invested, own IRA’s and the like.
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#6 Biden’s Iffy Tax Plan
• The weak economy and an energized political opposition will
limit the opportunity to raise taxes by a Joe Biden administration.
• Corporate taxes may increase but are unlikely to be restored to
previous levels.
• Democratic control of Congress is thin. One defection in the
Senate and Democrats no longer have a majority.
• In a recovering economy with high unemployment, generating
jobs will likely take precedence over additional tax revenue.

The Biden Tax Plan looks to raise taxes by $3.5T
Goldman predicts that policy uncertainty will decline amid likely government gridlock but
stimulus is still important
Restoring jobs will be “Job One “ so a Biden White House may be in no rush to raise taxes
We may see a broadly bi‐partisan bill addressing expiring tax breaks, tax cuts to enable
COVID recovery, tax credits for personal protective gear, support for broadening supply
chains, and low income tax credits.

Generally speaking, you would see a minimal impact on taxes on those making
below $400,000 – University of Wharton analysis is saying less than a 1% impact on
after‐tax income for those people
For those above $400,000 (top 1.5% of wage earners), Wharton is predicting a
17.7% decrease in after‐tax income ‐ again most of this being Social Security taxes
of 12.4%
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Biden’s Tax Proposals
• A return to the 39.6% tax rate on
incomes over $400,000
• An increase in the corporate income
tax rate from the current 21% to
28%
• Decreasing the estate tax
exemption to the $3.5M (or $5M
plus inflation) level from today’s
$11.58M
• Abolish the step up in basis
• And so on…

A Biden Tax Plan could include:
a)

Social Security tax (12.4%) for those making over $400,000

b)

Repeal some tax benefits of TCJA

c)

Raising top rate on ordinary income back to 39.6%

d)

Eliminate Stepped Up Basis at death (definitely on table for either
party)

e)

Taxing Capital gains and Dividends at Ordinary Rates (could be as high
as 39.6% for those making over $ 1 million.)

f)

Limiting Itemized Deductions

g)

Raising Corporate Rates (21% to 28% ‐ was 35% before TCJA 2017)
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h)

Install a minimum corporate tax rate for larger companies of 15
percent

Biden promising to do away with the step up in basis at death will meet lots of resistance. It
will be hard to do on many levels.
All of this is near impossible given the split of the House and Senate.
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Source Bradford Tax Institute

Launch Poll 3!

The highest income tax bracket in history was 94% in 1944. Ouch! As you can see from
this chart, tax laws are always changing, and we are currently enjoying low tax rates from a
historical basis. During the 1960’s & 1970’s the top rate remained level at 70% and began
its path down to current rates in 1981 from 50% to 35%.
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Strategies to Consider
With Taxes Going Up*
•Plan for higher tax rates in later years by
considering:
• Roth conversions
• Harvesting gains
• Defer loss harvesting
• Defer business expenses
•Need to plan, one way or another!!

*Always consult a tax professional before taking action

Many people don’t realize that the recent 2018 tax law that widened tax brackets and
reduced rates will expire after 2025 if not made permanent, which is not going to
happen. Even without Biden’s help, Congress could allow tax rates to revert back to the
higher levels from 2017.
While Biden’s proposal takes aim at the highest income levels, the reality is that all middle‐
income brackets could increase by 3 to 4 percent in 2026 without a stroke of a pen from
the 2018 tax law.
Huge debts and largest deficit outside of WWII will require tax increases.
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PLANNING
IDEAS FOR
2021 &
BEYOND
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Four Elements Complicating Planning
• Deficit spending and higher Inflation expectations
• Fed policies keeping interest rates lower for longer
• Continuous Tax legislation (TJCA 2018, SECURE 2019, CARES
2020 & CAA 2021)
• Historically low tax rates that are subject to change (sunset
of TCJA in 2025)

Tax rates subject to change with blue wave and TCJA expiration
CPAs really need a hug! There has been a blizzard of continuous tax legislation beginning
with the 2018 Tax Cuts & Jobs Act, which was the most sweeping tax legislation since the
tax reform act of 1986. Then the SECURE Act of 2019 changing retirement accounts to the
mind numbing “relief” provisions inside the CARES & CAA legislation. Over the last 36
months there has been an incredible amount of changes to tax laws and there’s more to
come….
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Difference Between Death & Taxes
“The difference between death and
taxes is death doesn’t get worse every
time Congress meets.”
Will Rogers
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Six Planning Ideas for 2021 and Beyond
1. Review Your Portfolio’s Asset Location and Asset
Allocation
2. Understand the Need for Tax Planning
3. Retirement Planning for Peace of Mind
4. Estate Planning Is Coming Back!
5. General Planning – The Tried and True
6. And Don’t Forget Distribution Planning and Roth IRAs
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1. Review Your
Portfolio’s Asset
Location and Asset
Allocation*

*Investments may carry risks. Consult with your financial professional.

Now that the Presidential election is behind us and the New Year is here, take the
opportunity to prune your portfolio and make any necessary investment changes.
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Different Account Considerations?*
• Traditional IRA/401k accounts. Consider retirement accounts for bonds
and dividend stocks because taxes will be deferred on the income.
• Roth IRA/401k accounts. Consider tax‐free Roth accounts for your
stocks because you want them to grow as much as possible. The more it
grows, the bigger your tax savings. The benefit is that there is no tax
upon withdrawal.
• Taxable accounts. Taxable accounts are a good place for stocks because
they don’t generate as much income as bonds typically do. Investment
earnings in this account (capital gains, interest and dividends) are taxed
each year, but often at preferred rates.
*Always consult a tax professional before taking action

Asset location is different than asset allocation, and they both matter.
There are three main types of accounts: Traditional IRA/401k, Roth IRA/401K accounts, and
taxable accounts. Unlike taxable accounts, a Traditional IRA and 401(k) are tax‐deferred and
Roth IRA and Roth 401(k) are tax‐free accounts.
Traditional IRA/401k accounts. You must start taking required minimum distributions
(RMDs) from this account once you turn 72 and these RMDs will be taxed at ordinary
income tax rates. Therefore, using assets that tend to grow slower means your RMDs will
be lower.
Roth IRA/401(k) accounts. With so much uncertainty connected with future tax rates,
Roth accounts make a lot of sense for people in high tax brackets or whom are worried
about taxes in the future, for themselves, their partner or children. It serves as a great
hedge against future tax rate increases.
Taxable accounts. The reason stocks are better in a taxable account is because of the
growth that they have as well as the lower tax rate typically for capital gains compared to
income tax. Tax‐efficient funds (e.g. municipal bond funds) or funds that generate little to
no dividend income (e.g. ETF, index funds) can also be held in taxable accounts.
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One of the difficulties is you can’t always be perfectly tax efficient because it depends on
what your asset allocation between stocks and bonds is and how much you have saved in
each type of account. You do not want to change an asset allocation that has been working
for you just to make the accounts more tax efficient.
Another thing to note is frequency of trading. If you enjoy trading and do it several times a
year, avoid doing so in your taxable account. Instead, trade in your IRA or 401(k) accounts
where you will not be generating capital gain taxes. Your investment holding period can
determine how much benefit you get from an asset location strategy. How long you keep
your assets invested matters. The longer time period allows for more gain from these
strategies because it saves on taxes each year.
As with asset location, asset allocation is also key.
There are a lot of nuances in determining the best strategy because your life goals,
investment holding period, current life stage and prevailing tax laws will affect the overall
distribution of assets. Positioning different investments wisely using an asset location policy
can be smart tax planning.
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2. Understand the
Need for Tax
Planning*

*Always consult a tax professional before taking action

Tax planning is a year‐round activity. For decades the conventional wisdom was to never
pay more taxes than you need to and to defer taxes to your retirement years when tax rates
should be lower. But, what if they’re not?
Given the pressures to raise future taxes on both middle and high income families, many
tax, legal and financial planners are questioning the conventional wisdom of deferring taxes
to future years. Everyone should ask their CPA if they should consider tax planning
strategies for future tax increases. The question to ask them is if tax rates are likely to be
higher in the future during my retirement or could be higher to my spouse or children after
my death, should I take advantage of the lower rates now?
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Tax Bracket Management*
•Tax Bracket Management – take advantage of wide
tax brackets when accelerating income, considering
Roth conversions or selling assets.
• Itemized Deduction Planning – move deductions
forward or back depending on your income?
◦ Bunching of medical, charitable, taxes, etc. (may
be worth less in the future)
◦ Accelerate charitable gifts to avoid itemized
deduction limits or defer to obtain a greater
benefit if rates rise
◦ Think of your tax picture two years at a time.
*Always consult a tax professional before taking action

The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act provides exceptionally wide tax brackets that investors should be
leveraging, whether for tax bracket management (filling the tax bracket) or Roth
conversions.
Tax bracket management and itemized deduction planning ideas shown here may make
sense to discuss with your CPA.
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Capital Gains Planning*
• Create a capital gains plan – consider sales of
appreciated stock over several years or in low‐
income years, harvest gains to avoid rate increases,
defer losses to offset rate increases.
• Tax Loss Trading and gain harvesting
• Watch out for 30‐day wash sale rule
• Don’t wait until end of the year, do it when the
market drops (be proactive)
• Always a good idea to be reviewing appreciated
stock as many planning approaches exist to
decrease taxes throughout the year
*Always consult a tax professional before taking action

Planning Idea #2
Be strategic when realizing capital gains.
Many underestimate the benefit of capital gains planning
0% capital gains rate is beneficial and underused – consider using ordinary income to offset
itemized deductions and then fill up the bucket with capital gains
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3. Retirement
Planning for Greater
Clarity & Confidence

Launch Poll 4!
I hope you’re seeing the repeating theme that it’s not how much you make, it’s how
much you keep after taxes. A good plan will help you get there.
Be aware of stealth taxes like the Medicare premium income adjustments to Part B and D
premiums. These can be a surprise since they are based on your tax return from two years
ago. Depending upon your income, Part B premiums for 2021 can vary from a low of
$148.50/month to as high as $504.90!
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Retirement Planning*
• Consider distribution planning, aka IRA optimization. Draw down IRA’s in low‐income years to
take advantage of the low tax bracket. Defy the conventional wisdom.
• QCDs
• 70 ½ and up to $100,000 per person
• Do it even if RMDs don’t start until age 72
• But don’t do it while still contributing to a Traditional IRA
• Roth Conversions – tax free withdrawals are your friend
• Including Back Door Roth conversions
• Mini conversions over several years
• Consider before tax rates increase
• SECURE Act makes large traditional IRA balances dangerous
• 10‐year withdrawal for most inherited IRA’s will increase taxes on your heirs (and be wary
of trusts that are beneficiaries).
*Always consult a tax professional before taking action

Planning Idea #3
Forgo the conventional wisdom of deferring distributions from pretax retirement accounts.
Consider withdrawing from IRA’s sooner when in low income years, or low tax brackets. An
opportune time for many would be in the pre‐retirement years before mandatory required
distributions begin at age 72. Consider withdrawals or Roth conversions during this period.
Qualified Charitable Distributions (QCDs that make direct gifts to ) reduces an IRA balance
at no cost and can provide tax benefit even if you aren’t itemizing. Most efficient means of
reducing income and helps to limit the stealth taxes, such as Medicare IRMAA, Social
Security, deductions subject to AGI, etc.
We have always loved Roth IRA’s, going back ten years as Roth IRAs provide tax free growth
and tax free withdrawals in retirement.
And now more than ever, they make sense
Overall idea is to drive down Traditional IRA balances as they are subject to future tax rate
increases.
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Employer Retirement
Contributions

2020

2021

401(k) Contributions (Traditional or Roth)

$ 19,500

$ 19,500

401(k) Catch Up Contributions (age 50+)

$ 6,500

$ 6,500

401(k) After Tax Contributions

$ 37,500

$ 38,500

IRA Contributions (Traditional or Roth)

$ 6,000

$ 6,000

IRA Catch Up Contributions (age 50+)

$ 1,000

$ 1,000

HSA Contributions

$ 7,100

$ 7,200

HSA Catch Up Contributions (age 55)

$ 1,000

$ 1,000

Total Contributions:

$ 78,600

$ 79,700

Source: Putnam investments

Take advantage of the deferral opportunities,
whether through maxing out on IRAs or Qualified
Retirement Plans. 401k, 403b & IRA retirement
plan contributions did not change for 2021.
Don’t Forget Spousal IRA’s for the added deferral
opportunity, as only one spouse requires income
to make the spousal contribution.
Always consider Roth 401(k)s as over 50% of
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employers offer them. Make sure you review your
benefits booklet to determine what is available to
you.
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4. Estate Planning is
Making A
Comeback!

Thanks to politics, shifting tax laws, the SECURE Act and sunset of TCJA, estate planning is
front burner again. There are lots of reasons to be engaged in estate planning, tax and
otherwise, although many neglect this important area.
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Estate Planning Items*
• Shift asset ownership (up or down)
• If to children, beware of Kiddie Tax
• Or shift upwards to take advantage of low tax brackets

• Annual gifting ($15,000) and create a long‐term gifting strategy
• Consider gifts for medical expenses, tuition
• Consider using your lifetime exemption if potential exposure to estate
taxes

•Post‐SECURE Act estate planning
•
•
•
•

Distribution planning – decrease the Traditional IRA balances
Life insurance
Check beneficiaries (any Trusts?)
Contingent beneficiaries

*Always consult a tax professional before taking action

Planning Idea #4
Do not procrastinate if you have a large estate that could be taxed if there is a decrease in
the lifetime exclusion. When totaling all assets owned like savings, investments, real
estate and adding the death benefits of life insurance, if it is likely to be above $5million
if you’re single or $10 million married, you need to begin thinking about the possibility of
estate taxes. Current estate tax laws have very large exemptions that can shelter $23.4
million if married or $11.7 million single. However, these high exemptions will sunset in
2025 and revert back to the previous exemptions of $5 million single / $10 million
married. During the election Biden proposed reducing the levels to $3.5 million per
person. Any amounts over these exemptions can have estate taxed as high as 40%.
Use it or lose it, as they say. Consider making the gifts now, as the IRS has already
confirmed that there would be no claw back if/when the lifetime exclusion is decreased.
Also, don’t forget the basics: has your estate plan been updated, do you have the critical
documents that you need (Will, Power of Attorney, Health Care Power of Attorney, any
necessary trusts?), do you have the proper executors and trustees listed and are your
beneficiaries updated?
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Some things to consider:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Do gifting now if there is a high probability of achieving goals
Low interest rates make the leveraging of the gift even more attractive
There will be tax increases in the future, you can count on it
Consider State taxes. Should there be a relocation?
Low asset valuations may exist within the portfolio which may recover, so gifting at the
lower amounts now may make sense
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5. General Planning
– The Tried and True

In the middle of all the activity, don’t forget the tried and true.
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General Planning*
• “Next next” planning
• New Investments, investment reallocations, large withdrawals
• Understand and take advantage of your employer benefits plans
• Preretirement Social Security and Medicare planning

• Major life event planning
• Family, job changes, moving, retirement?

• Education planning
• Funding Section 529 Plans, Funding Coverdell accounts, some talk of student
loan forgiveness?

•Reviewing your plan – Are you on track to meet your financial goals?
*Always consult a tax professional before taking action

Planning Idea #5
By definition, planning is trying to see around corners. And your tax preparer is typically
not doing this type of work. A good financial planner can be a big help here.
Everyone needs a plan. Do you have one? When was the last time you reviewed it?
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6. And Don’t Forget
Distribution
Planning and Roth
IRAs*

*Always consult a tax professional before taking action

Roth IRA’s remain one of the best ways to create multi‐generational income‐tax free
wealth. And with taxes on the rise, there has never been a better time to consider a Roth.
It is simple math. Lock in lower rates now to prevent higher taxes later.
Roth conversions make sense in a number of situations. For example, a widow in a low
tax bracket who can convert and then leave a Roth IRA to her children who are in higher
tax brackets. Or a widow who has one child and is concerned about the taxes that child
would pay when they inherit the Traditional IRA under the SECURE Act.
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Seven Reasons to Love Roth Conversions,
Roth IRAs, Roth 401(k)s*
1.

Concern about higher taxes and desire to decrease uncertainty

2.

Converted amount expected to grow

3.

Concern about large RMD’s and its effect on “stealth” taxes such as
IRMAA, phaseouts of deductions, NII, state taxes, etc.

4.

Concern about IRA impact on heirs, widow’s penalty and SECURE Act

5.

The taxpayer has special favorable tax attributes that need to be
consumed such as charitable deduction carry‐forwards, investment
tax credits, NOLs, etc.…

6.

Desire to create a tax advantaged legacy for heirs

7.

The client expects to owe estate tax

*Always consult a tax professional before taking action

Source: Debra Taylor; Financial Planning Magazine, “Year
End Tax Strategy Hedges for Clients,” October 30, 2020

Planning Idea #6
Roth IRAs allow you to lock in current low tax rates and to create lower taxes in the future
as your pre‐tax balances and associated RMDs will be lower.
If Married Filing Joint, convert as much as need be to stay in 24% tax bracket until the first
death. If not enough time, then buy life insurance as it is income tax and estate tax free.
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Mathematics of Roth IRA Conversions

*Always consult a tax professional before taking action

SKIP
This slide shows the progressive nature of our income tax system where every additional
dollar can get taxed at higher tax bracket rates. Tax bracket management or “Fill the
bracket” strategies is where you are trying to lock in more of the low tax rates today
without crossing into a higher bracket and navigating the additional gotcha taxes that can
occur. Without going into too much detail you can see from this chart why asking your CPA
if a particular idea makes sense and they respond it depends!
Very wide tax brackets thanks to TCJA. Will be going away in 2025. Tax rates are
historically low and will be gone.
37% to become 39.6% and so on.
Still in 12% tax bracket if MFJ with $100,000 of AGI.
Still in 24% tax bracket if MFJ with $350,000 of AGI.
22% and 24% tax brackets go from $200‐$350,000 AGI (MFJ).
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35% tax bracket up to $650,000 for MFJ.
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Six Planning Ideas for 2021 and
Beyond*
1. Review Your Portfolio’s Asset Location and Asset
Allocation
2. Understand the Need for Tax Planning
3. Retirement Planning for Peace of Mind
4. Estate Planning Is Coming Back!
5. General Planning – The Tried and True
6. And Don’t Forget Distribution Planning and Roth IRAs
*Always consult a tax professional before taking action
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THANK YOU!
Please call or email us with any questions or to
schedule a 30‐minute review!
Chip Roe chipro@potterfinancialgroup.com
Price French pricefr@potterfinancialgroup.com
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